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Say hello to the industry’s first attendant-free VR attraction, developed from the ground up by 
LAI Games to operate like any other coin-op amusement game. Virtual Rabbids: The Big Ride was 
created in partnership with Ubisoft, featuring the wild and wacky Rabbids. Players can choose 
from three unique experiences, full of twists, turns, thrills and spills, for an all-ages VR attraction 
that lives up to the hype!  Offering true 360˚ views with action in every direction, riders are 
immersed in a unique experience every time.
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• Attendant free, making quality VR available for every entertainment venue

• Premium components (HTC Vive headsets & D-BOX Motion Platform)

• Each seat is monetized for maximum revenue potential 

• Global license of Virtual Rabbids: The Big Ride. The popular Rabbids franchise has had 
over 14 million videogames sold, 230 TV episodes and more than 152M views on Youtube

• All ages ergonomics & unique audience-facing cabinet showcases players’ reactions

• Ships with 3 unique premium experiences

Width: 65” (1405.84mm)                 Height: 114.4” (2943.65mm) with header           

Length: 119.3” (3407.35mm)       Height: 145.5” (3696.67mm) without header

Cabinet Dimensions



Virtual Rabbids: The Big Ride boasts a number of unique features not only in its cabinet design, 
but also in the the experience itself!  The unique audience-facing cabinet is a game changer 
right out of the gate, keeping guests amused by being able to see the genuinely entertaining 
experiences of the players!  That’s just the beginning; Dual pay-to-play seats, self-service mask 
dispenser and state-of-the-art hardware, plus much more!

High definition real-time view for the audience

HTC VIVE VR headsets

High quality, commercial hardware 
and computer systems

Custom seats with lifelike audio

3 full-feature experiences

Synchronized wind effects

Each rider pays-to-play

Secure and ergonomic hand and foot rests

D-BOX motion platform provides accurate and 
reliable multi-axis, synchronized movement

Illuminated skis and snow clouds

Attraction & Cabinet Features

Catapult through the air and deep canyons in a flying contraption in Canyon Chaos.  Enjoy a 
chaotic journey through a frozen wonderland in Alpine Adventure, and navigate your own sleigh 
in the North Pole avoiding evil Rabbids in Holiday Hijinks.  With fun and incredibly unique details 
in every direction, guests are sure to see something new each time they try an adventure!
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3 High Quality Adventures At Launch

Order now to secure yours early!


